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Abstract 

Frequent item set mining is a major data mining research area. 

Generalising from the standard single table case to a multi-

relational setting is simple in principle, but hard in practice. 

That is, it is simple to define frequent item sets in the multi-

relational setting, as well as extending the A-Priori algorithm. 

It is hard, because the well-known frequent pattern explosion at 

low min-sup settings is far worse than it is in the standard case. 

In this paper we introduce an effective algorithm for the 

discovery of frequent, multi-relational item sets. These 

relational patterns show which item sets occur together. 

Answering questions like: ‘What type of Books are bought 

together with what Record types?’. Hence, they provide a 

symmetric insight in the relation and reveal patterns that are 

relevant with respect to the relation. It extends our earlier work 

on using MDL to discover a small set of characteristic item 

sets. The algorithm, R-KRIMP, first discovers the small set of 

characteristic patterns in the single tables and then combines 

these to find a small set of characteristic multi-relational item 

sets. This reduces the original search space dramatically and, 

hence, brings down the computational complexity by orders of 

magnitude. In the experiments we show that this approach 

yields a very good approximation of the naive approach, 

joining all tables into one huge table, while being far more 

efficient. 

Keywords: Frequent Patterns, Relational Mining, MDL. 

1. Introduction 

Frequent pattern mining is a major research area in data 

mining, with frequent item set mining as premier 

example. Given the sales-records of a store, we want to 

discover all sets of items that customers buy together for 

at least min-sup times. Clearly, this is an exponential 

problem, all sets of items are potentially frequent and the 

number of such sets is exponential. The well-known A-

Priori property [1], however, ensures that large parts of 

the search space can be cut. Based on this, many 

algorithms exist that have efficient running times in 

practice. The only place where the exponential nature of 

the problem shows up is in the well-known frequent 

pattern set explosion. If the minimal support threshold is 

set low, the number of candidates and the number of 

results explodes. 

In the generalisation of frequent item set mining to 

the multi-relational case [6], the exponential nature of 

the problem returns with a vengeance. For example, 

assume we know what people bought both at a record 

store and at a bookstore. Patterns in this example are 

pairs (R, B), in which R is a set of records and B a set of 

books, both sets bought by the same customer. In this 

setting, we search for sets of records and sets of books 

that are frequently bought by customers. Clearly, the 

number of candidates is exponential both in the set of 

records and in the set of books. 

Given these two tables with sales transactions of 

Books and Records, two transactions are related when a 

customer buys both sets of products. Finding collections 

of bought Records and Books provides insight in the 

related transactions. This helps to understand the relation 

between the two tables, as we can find frequently co-

occurring patterns (e.g. classical music combines well 

with classic literature).  

Our researched patterns are these symmetric 

frequently relating item sets. To find these patterns we 

take a symmetric view of the database. This is because 

several Book sets can relate to one certain Record set, 

and vice versa. As we find the sales transactions from 

both tables equally important, we will need to base our 

patterns equally on both sides of the relation.  

Our approach answers a different research question 

than Multi-Relational Data Mining approaches like 

WARMR [2]. A main concept in MRDM is the key 

table, which specifies the table which has a specific 

interest of the user [2, 6, 13]. The patterns in MRDM 

answer questions as to what relational information is 

relevant for the key table. In our example, this would 

relate to what Record sets are frequently bought with a 

specifically given Book set.  

Our research question is to find a small characteristic 

set of relational patterns which have this symmetry as 

described above. To obtain this small pattern set, we 

have to process an exponential number of candidates and 

an exponential number of resulting frequent patterns. 

Fortunately, we are not interested in finding all frequent 

patterns, as this set grows exponentially, but only the 

interesting ones. For this we build on our earlier work in 

which we use the Minimum Description Length (MDL) 

principle to discover the interesting frequent patterns 



[10]. In particular, we use the KRIMP algorithm 

introduced in that paper to select interesting patterns. 

Given our aim to find a small set of patterns, we 

present three different methods to obtain them. When we 

approach the problem in a naïve manner we take a global 

view. This GLOBAL algorithm first computes the join of 

the tables and computes the frequent patterns from this 

materialised view. The GLOBAL algorithm quickly 

becomes impractical, because the materialised join table 

becomes huge.  

We solve this first issue and achieve a better space 

complexity if we do not materialise the join. The idea of 

the LOCAL algorithm is to keep the computation local at 

the single tables. Assume we have two tables, T1 and T2. 

First we compute the projections of both tables  

T¼1 = ¼1(T1 ./ T2) and T¼2 = ¼2(T1 ./ T2) which can 

be done without materialising the join. Then we find 

frequent item sets for the semi-joins T¼
1  and T¼

2  

individually. The pairs of frequent item sets discovered 

from these tables are then fed into KRIMP to select the 

interesting ones. LOCAL is superior in space complexity 

to GLOBAL, and evaluates more candidates to lead to a 

better compression. LOCAL considers a candidate set 

which is locally frequent and is exponential in the 

number of candidates. 

To reduce the number of candidates, our proposed 

algorithm, called R-KRIMP, first reduces the frequent 

item set collections computed from T¼
1  and T¼

2  using 

KRIMP. Then it continues as LOCAL. Since KRIMP 

always gives a dramatic reduction in the number of 

frequent item sets, R-KRIMP is computationally superior 

to LOCAL. The cost could be that the resulting set of 

frequent patterns is far less descriptive than those 

computed by LOCAL. However, with experiments we 

show that R-KRIMP approximates LOCAL very well; the 

results are almost the same.  In other words, R-KRIMP is 

efficient in both space complexity and computational 

costs. It reduces candidate space efficiently by picking 

the content that is relevant and results in a small set of 

patterns that describe the data well. One could 

paraphrase this by the quasi formula: 
R-Krimp(T1; : : : ; Tn) = Krimp(¦n

i=1Krimp(Ti))

¼ Krimp(./n
i=1 Ti)

 

2. Relational Patterns 

To further illustrate the application of our approach, we 

will run along an example. Consider again the database 

that consists of a collection of tables, one contains 

transactions of book sales the other table contains record 

sales (see fig. 1). Each transaction consists of the titles of 

the work that is sold during that transaction. For 

example, this leads to a transaction of books containing 

the titles: „Kafka on the Shore AND The Colour of 

Magic‟. Two transactions are related when a customer 

has bought two product sets, one from each table. Given 

this database, we can pose a number of questions that 

relate to the relational nature of the database. First of all, 

we can be interested in book sales related to the record 

store: „What book titles are sold together with a given 

frequent record title‟. Alternatively, we can be interested 

in finding record sales with books: „What record titles 

are sold together with a given frequent book title‟. 

Patterns of both approaches answer a question which is 

relevant to a given table of interest.  

Let us know now ask a different question: „What 

record titles and book titles are frequently sold 

together‟. This brings the focus from the tables to the 

relation itself. For clarity, consider the depicted example 

database and its various relational patterns in figure 1. 

While the first two questions (record and book patterns) 

are handled by MRDM approaches, the latter (relation 

pattern) is not.  

To answer our question, we do not define a specific 

key table, as all tables are equally relevant. A clear area 

of interest is formed by applications where relational 

information is available for equally interesting entities. 

Some concrete examples that we present in our 

experiments include finding patterns such as „what type 

 
Figure 1: Our example joined relational database with records and books. The join is performed via relational keys, ri, bi. 

Depending on the focus of interest, we either have frequent record patterns, book patterns, or the patterns that have our 

particular interest, those that describe the relation. In the shown result, only the largest patterns are depicted for clarity. 
 



of journal paper cites what type of papers‟ and „what 

type of genes interact with what type of genes‟.  

 

3. Problem Statement 

In this section we first define our data and patterns. In 

particular we introduce relational item sets and their 

support. Moreover, we discuss the relation between 

relational item sets and their well-known counter-parts, 

classical item sets. Next we introduce our problem 

informally. Then we show how MDL can be used for 

relational item sets and, finally, we state our problem 

formally.  
 

3.1 Data and Patterns Different from traditional 

frequent pattern mining, we are interested in relational 

frequent item sets. That means that the data resides in 

multiple related transaction tables. That is, each of these 

tables has one column that stores the transactions1. 

Furthermore, these tables will have one or more columns 

containing identifiers, which are simply natural numbers. 

These identifiers are not assumed to be unique. Rather, 

they represent the relations between the tables. If two 

tables have common identifier columns, this means that 

the transactions in the two tables are related. Hence, our 

data is defined as follows. 

 

DEFINITION 1.1. Let  be a collection of 

item sets. For each  we have a transaction 

attribute  with domain . The set 

of all transaction attributes is denoted by . Moreover, 

let  be a set of identifier attributes. 

These are attributes with domain .  A 

relational transaction database  over  is a set 

of tables , such that: 

 The schema of  in which 

 and . Each transaction attribute 

is associated with one table of  only. 

 A transaction  in  , denoted by  is a 

tuple  in which  and 

. 

 Let tables  and  be two tables in  with 

schema  and 

.  and  are related iff: 
 

 

 The set of tables is connected. That is, for each pair 

of tables , there is a list of tables such 

that: 

 All tables in the list are related to their 

successor. 
                                                                 

1 Note, this means that we have a non-1NF relational database; 

we will, however, use standard relational database 

terminology.  

  is related to the first element of the list and 

 is related to the last element in the list 

 Let  and  be two related tables, moreover, 

let  and . The two transactions 

are related iff: 
 

 
 

Firstly, note that the requirements that the set of tables is 

connected is not strictly necessary. However, it is 

without loss of generality. For a database with a 

disconnected set of tables, one can simply run our 

algorithms on the connected components. 

Secondly, note that we use the term , 

because whenever we join two related tables, denoted as 

usual by , we implicitly use the equi-join with 

the equality restriction on  [9]. 

Now that we have defined our data, we can define 

our patterns. The generalisation for a standard item set to 

a relational item set is straight forward. It is a tuple of 

item sets, one for each table in the database. That is, we 

have the following definition. 

 

DEFINITION 1.2. Let  be a relational 

transaction database over the set of item sets 

. A relational item set over  is a k-

tuple: 

 
 

Note that an  in a relational item set may be empty, 

i.e., . That is, relational patterns may have “holes”. 

Generalising the notion of an occurrence of an item 

set in a database to the relational setting, is also straight 

forward. It is simply a tuple of occurrences in the 

various tables, the support of a relational item set is, 

again, the number of occurrences in the database. That 

is, we have the following definition. 

 

DEFINITION 1.3. Let  be a relational 

transaction database over the set of item sets 

. Moreover, let  be a 

relational item set over . An occurrence of  in  is a 

tuple of transactions , with , such 

that: 

1.  and  are related whenever  and  are 

related. 

2.  

The support of  in , denoted by  is the 

number of occurrences of  in . 

 

Note that an occurrence  contains a 

transaction from each of the underlying tables. 

Paraphrasing, relational item sets may have holes, their 

occurrences may not. This may seem a restriction, but it 

is not. We return to this point after the formal statement 

of our problem. 



There is an alternative way to define the occurrence 

and the support of a relational item set. We can define 

them directly on the join of all the tables in . More 

precisely, let  be the join of all these tables, i.e, 
 

 
 

Now that we have joined all tables, all relationships that 

were represented by the identifier attributes are now 

explicit in . Hence, without loss of information, we 

can reduce  by projecting out all identifier 

attributes. The reduced database, , contains k-

tuples of the form: 

 
 

We can now define an occurrence of the relational item 

set  in  as a k-tuple 

 such that : 

 
 

The support of a relational item set is now again defined 

as the total number of occurrences in . Given 

that our joins are equijoins, there is a one-one 

correspondence between the two approaches. More 

precisely, we have the following simple lemma. 

 

LEMMA 1.1. Let  be a relational 

transaction database over the set of item sets 

. Moreover, let  be a 

relational item set over . 

 There exists a bijective function  that maps each 

occurrence of  in  onto an occurrence of  in 

 and vice versa. 

 The support of  in  equals the support of  in 

. 

 

If we assume that all the elements of  are mutually 

disjoint, we can go even further. We can squash 

 into a classical item set database, denoted by 

 over the set of items  by: 
 

 
 

Note that  is, again, a bijection, because all the  are 

mutually disjoint. Obviously we can apply  also to 

relational item sets.  is then a bijection from the 

relational item sets defined on  to the classical item 

sets on ; again, because the  are mutually 

disjoint. Hence, we have the following result. 

 

THEOREM 1.1. Let  be a relational 

transaction database over the set of item sets 

. Moreover, let  be a relational item 

set over . Finally, let  be the squashed, 

reduced version of . If the  are mutually 

disjoint, then 

 There exists a bijection  from the relational 

item sets over  to the classical item sets over 

. 

 There is a bijection  from the occurrences of  

in  to the occurrences of  in 

 

 Hence, the support of  in  equals the support 

of  in . 

 

Given that we can always make the  mutually 

disjoint, e.g., by appending the table name  to the 

elements of , the reader may now think: why all the 

fuss?  First we define relational item sets, their 

occurrences and their support and then we show that this 

is completely equivalent to the classical, standard, case. 

It is, however, always true for multi relational data 

mining that one could join all the tables in the database 

into one table and analyse that table. The point of multi 

relational data mining, however, is that the tables have 

semantics. Retaining those semantics makes the results 

far easier to interpret. Moreover, the multi relational 

setting allows for strictly more expressive models. 

Finally, a more practical aspect is that joining all tables 

into one often produces a truly gigantic table, which is 

too costly to analyse. 

So, the importance of the theorem is not that it yields 

a good computational approach. Its importance is that it 

shows that the way we generalised item sets, their 

occurrences and support is sound. 

 

3.2 The Problem: Informally The relational patterns 

satisfy the A-Priori principle, just like their classical 

counterpart [5]. The order on relational patterns is 

simply derived from the classical order on item sets 
 

DEFINITION 1.4. Let  and   

 be two relational item set over .  is 

more general than , denoted by , if 

 
 

It is easy to see that . 

Which means that the required A-Priori principle holds, 

and we can mine for frequent relational item sets using, 

e.g., a level wise search algorithm. 

While simple in theory, it is, unfortunately, not so 

easy in practice. We have already seen in the previous 

subsection that this problem is equivalent to computing 

frequent item sets on the join of all tables in the 

database. This table is often huge. That is, the well-

known frequent item set explosion at low minsup 

settings returns with a vengeance. Practice shows that 

the larger the tables are, the more frequent item sets are 

returned. In other words, while we could mine for all 

frequent relational item sets, the result would not be that 

useful. 



Hence, we do not want to return all frequent 

relational item sets. Rather, we would like to compute 

(and return) a small, characteristic, set of frequent 

relational item sets. In previous work [10], we studied 

the same problem in the context of classical frequent 

item set mining. That is, we formulated the problem in 

terms of the Minimum Description Length (MDL) 

principle [3] and introduced the KRIMP algorithm2, that 

approximates the optimal result. In subsequent research 

we have shown that the resulting small sets of item sets 

(or better, the code-tables they come from; see the next 

sub-section) characterise the underlying database very 

well.  

In this paper we extend this approach to relational 

item set mining. In principle this is, of course, easy 

because of the equivalence between the relational and 

the classical case. However, as pointed out before, this 

equivalence might be very inefficient. Hence, the key 

point of this paper is that we introduce a far more 

efficient algorithm, called R-KRIMP, for the relational 

case in the next section. First, however, we discuss MDL 

in the relational setting after which we state our problem 

formally; this discussion is adapted from [9, 10]. 

 

3.3 MDL for Relational Item Sets MDL (minimum 

description length) [3], like its close cousin MML 

(minimum message length) [12], is a practical version of 

Kolmogorov Complexity [8]. All three embrace the 

slogan Induction by Compression. For MDL, this 

principle can be roughly described as follows. Given a 

set of models
3
 , the best model  is the one that 

minimises  in which   

  is the length, in bits, of the description of 

, and 

  is the length, in bits, of the description 

of the data when encoded with . 

 

In order to use this principle for our problem statement, 

we need to define our collection of models and how to 

encode the data with such a model. Moreover, we need 

to determine how many bits are necessary to encode a 

model and how many are necessary for the coded data. 

Similar to [10] we us code tables for our models. 

 

DEFINITION 1.5. Let  be a collection of 

sets of items and  a set of code words. A code table  

for  and  is a two column table such that: 

1. The first column contains relational item sets 

over , this column contains at least all singleton 

relational item sets. These k-tuples are of the 

form: 

                                                                 
2 Although, not yet by that name. 
3 MDL-theorists tend to talk about hypothesis in this context, 

hence the ; see [3] for the details. 

 

That is, all entries but one are the empty set and 

the one non-empty set entry is a singleton set. 

2. The second column contains elements from , 

such that each element of  occurs at most once. 

A relational item set over  occurs in , denoted by 

 iff  occurs in the first column of ; similarly 

for a code . For ,  denotes its 

code, i.e, the corresponding element in the second 

column. 

 

Before we can define how a database is encoded with a 

code table, we first have to decide what we are going to 

encode. Each table in the database contains one or more 

identifier attributes, as well as a transaction attribute. 

The identifiers represent the relationships between 

transactions only. That is, if we, e.g., add 1 to each 

identifier, the identifiers still represent the same 

relationships. In other words, the actual value of 

identifier attributes is immaterial, our results should not 

depend on these values. 

That is, encoding the transactions should be 

independent of the identifiers. That is, we encode 

. Recall that the elements of  are k-

tuples  of related transactions in 

. Moreover, let  be a 

relational item set, t is an occurence of I, denoted by 

, if 

 

slightly abusing notation, we will write  rather 

than . 

 

With this definition in place, we can describe how a 

code table  is used to encode a relational transaction 

database . The main ingredient is the  COVER  

algorithm given in figure 2. Its parameters are a code 

table  and a transaction , the result is a set of 

elements of  that cover . To encode database , we 

simply replace each reduced transaction  by the 

codes of the item sets in its cover: 

 
 

Note, to ensure that we can decode an encode database 

uniquely; we assume that  is a prefix code. 

Since MDL is concerned with the best compression, 

the codes in  should be chosen such that the most 

often used code has the shortest length. That is, we 

should use an optimal prefix code, i.e., the Shannon 

code. To define this for our code tables, we need to 

know how often a certain code is used. We call this the 

frequency of an item set in . Normalised, this 



frequency represents the probability that that code is 

used in the encoding of an arbitrary . The optimal 

code length is then  of this probability and the 

coding table is optimal if all its codes have their optimal 

length. More formally, we have the following definition. 

 

DEFINITION 1.7. Let  be a relation transaction 

database over ,  a reduced transaction,  a 

prefix code and  a code table for  and . The 

frequency of item set  is defined by: 

 
 

The probability of  is defined by: 

 

 

The code  is optimal for  iff 
 

 
 

 is code-optimal for  if all its codes  are 

optimal for . 

 

From now on, we assume that code tables are code-

optimal, unless we state differently. 

For any database  and any (code-optimal) code 

table , we can now compute . For the 

encoded size of a transaction is simply the sum of the 

sizes of the codes of the item sets in its cover. The size 

of a database is simply the sum of the sizes of its 

transactions. In other words, we have the following 

trivial lemma. 

 

LEMMA 1.2. Let  be a relational transaction database 

over  and let  be a code table that is code optimal 

for . 

1. For a reduced transaction  its encoded 

length, denoted by , is given by: 
 

 

2. The total encoded size of , denoted by , 

is given by 
 

 

 

where we sum over the reduced transactions in . 

 

The remaining problem is, what is the size of a code 

table? For the second column this is clear as we know 

the size of each of the codes, but what about the first 

column? For this, we use the simple code table, i.e, the 

code table that contains only the singleton elements. 

This code table, with optimal code lengths for database 

, is called the standard code table for , denoted by 

. With this choice, we have the following lemma: 

 

LEMMA 1.3. Let  be a relational transaction database 

over  and let  be a code table that is code optimal 

for . The size of , denoted by , is given 

by: 
 

 

 

With the two lemmas, we know the total size of our 

encoded database. It is simply the sum of the size of the 

encoded database plus the size of the code table. That is, 

we have the following theorem. 

 

THEOREM 1.2. Let  be a relational transaction 

database over  and let  be a code table that is code 

optimal for . The total size of the encoded database, 

denoted by , is given by: 
 

 

Now that we know how to compute , we can 

formalise our problem using MDL. 

 

3.4 Problem Statement: Formally Given the 

definition of our class of models, code tables, and a way 

to compute the total size of the encoded database, we 

 

 

 

  

 foreach  do 

   

  foreach  do 

   

  if  then 

     

 return  
 

Figure 3: The main algorithms (see also 4.2 and fig. 5).   

 

  

 if   

  then  

  else   

 return  

 

Figure 2: The cover algorithm  



can state our problem formally in terms of MDL. 

Formal Problem Statement: Let  be 

a relational transaction database over the set of item sets 

. Find a code table  that minimises 

. 
Note that in view of the equivalence between 

relational item sets on relational transaction databases 

and the classical setting of item sets on transaction 

databases, we already know how to solve this problem. 

First transform  into  Then apply the 

KRIMP algorithm from [10]. Finally, transform the item 

sets in the resulting code table back to relational item 

sets, and you‟re done. However, as noted before, this is 

not likely to be an efficient approach. Therefore, the 

main goal of this paper is to introduce an efficient 

algorithm that solves this problem. 

A second remark is that one might object that we do 

not compress the complete database. For, if there is a 

transaction  in, say , that is not related to any 

transaction in the other 's, then  is not encoded at all. 

In other words, there are transactions in our database that 

are not characterised by the resulting code table. 

To characterise the complete database, we need a 

stratified approach. Let . First we 

compute the code table  for . 

Then we consider the  databases with  tables, 

. From each table in  we remove those 

transactions that are characterised by . Then 

we compute a code table for each of these database, 

characterising relationships of  transactions that are 

not part of a  transactions relations. Repeat this 

stratification until finally all transactions are 

characterised by a code table. Since the problem (and 

thus the algorithm) is the same in each step on the way, 

we concentrate on one step only. 

4. Algorithms 

In this section we introduce three algorithms that, 

approximately, solve our formal problem. Before we 

introduce these algorithms, however, we first briefly 

introduce the KRIMP algorithm from [10] that, 

approximately, solves the single table case. 

 

4.1 KRIMP The KRIMP algorithm is a very simple 

algorithm. It starts with the standard code table 

(singletons only). At every step it adds an item set to the 

code table. If this new code table yields a better 

compression than the previous one, this becomes the 

new code table. If the new code table does not produce 

better compression, the update is rejected. 

Moreover, each existing code table element is 

considered for pruning when a new candidate has been 

added. Remove that element and compute the new 

compressed size. If that size is smaller, leave that 

element out, otherwise put it back. 

There are three “parameters” in this scheme: 

1. The set of candidates, i.e., the item sets that are 

considered for entry into the code table. For 

KRIMP these are all frequent item sets for a user 

defined minsup threshold. The lower minsup, the 

better the results. 

2. The order in which the candidates are considered. 

For KRIMP, the candidates are sorted 

descendingly, first on support, then on length. 

3. The order in which the item sets are placed in the 

code table. For KRIMP this order is the reverse 

order of the candidates. That is, they are sorted 

ascendingly on support and length. 

 

4.2 The Relational Case The relational case is very 

similar to KRIMP as discussed above. If we define the 

length of a relational item set as the sum of the sizes of 

its components, the order of the candidates and the code 

table are as for KRIMP. The question is: which candidates 

do we consider? There are three options: 

 
Figure 4: (left) A part of the joined table is covered here with a code table element. (right) A visualization of a relational code 

table. For visual clarity, we have grouped item sets where possible. Each column covers a different part of the joined table. We 

see that patterns are best described either over the complete (3 tables) or subparts (2 tables) of the relation.  
 



1. First compute the join of all tables, then apply 

KRIMP to this huge table. This is the GLOBAL 

algorithm. Given the potentially huge size of join 

result, GLOBAL does have a rather bad space 

complexity. Moreover, the number of candidates 

that KRIMP will have to consider is also huge, 

hence, the computational complexity is not very 

good either. 

2. The first step towards improvement is the 

realisation that we do not have to materialise the 

full join over all tables. Rather, we can first 

“blow-up” each individual table as follows: 

 

which can be computed without storing the full 

join. Next, we compute the frequent item sets on 

. The candidates we consider are -tuples of 

these “local'” candidates. This algorithm is called 

LOCAL. Clearly, the LOCAL algorithm has a far 

better space complexity than GLOBAL. However, 

the computational complexity might be worse. 

Some tuples of item sets that are locally frequent 

will not be frequent globally. In other words, we 

may consider far more candidates. While this 

leads to a better code table, it takes more time. 

3. The third option is based on the observation that 

KRIMP produces a code table that characterises a 

table rather well. So, why do we consider all 

frequent sets on ? We can also compute a code 

table  on  and consider only these as local 

candidates. This algorithm is called R-KRIMP. 

Clearly, it enjoys the space complexity of LOCAL, 

while having a far better computational 

complexity; far fewer candidates are considered. 

There is a risk involved, however. Because we 

consider far fewer candidates, our final code table 

might be far worse than the one computed by 

LOCAL. Only experiments can tell whether or not 

R-KRIMP is a viable approach. 

These three algorithms are depicted in figure 5.  
 

5. Experiments 

In our experiments we have used freely available 

relational databases from previously held KDDcups.   

 

5.1 Hepatitis Database From the KDDcup 2004 data 

set we have selected a number of databases that is 

comprised of data from hepatitis medical analysis4. In 

each table, patient medical test information is stored that 

is linked to a central patient table containing their 

personal details. From this relational database we have 

selected a number of tables: bio, a table containing 

biopsy results, ifn contains information on interferon 

                                                                 
4 http://lisp.vse.cz/challenge/ 

databases  # relations width     

         

2-table relations        

 KDDcup 1999 loan – transaction  54694 17 54694 682  929798 

 KDDcup 2001 gene – interaction  150376 18 2437 5450  2706768 

 KDDcup 2003 paper – paper  4585 12 1441 1366  55020 

 KDDcup 2004 bio – hemat  50766 15 689 32756  761490 

 KDDcup 2004 bio – ifn  334 12 334 197  4008 

 KDDcup 2004 hemat – ifn  16956 18 16956 197  305208 

3-table relations        

 KDDcup 2003 paper – paper – paper  11445 18 1065 913 1021 206010 

 KDDcup 2004 bio – ifn – hemat  31379 22 334 197 16956 690338 

Table 1:  Database characteristics for all databases. We list the amount of relations, the amount of items in each joined 

transaction (width), and the amount of transactions per table. The most right column shows the size of the joined table.  
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Figure 5: Generating the different candidate sets.  

 



therapy, and hemat, which contains results on 

hematological analysis.  

In all cases, the original tables were converted to 

item set databases. As the databases contained missing 

data, we have assigned these items with specific labels to 

mark them. From the generated frequent pattern set we 

have filtered the patterns containing missing values. As 

such, in our cover process these unknown values are 

forced to be covered by their singleton representatives. 

Therefore, none of the added code table elements will 

contain missing data.  

 

5.2 Gene-Interaction Database Another database is 

derived from the KDDcup 2001 and contains 

information on interacting genes5. The original database 

consisted of 2 tables: genes and interactions. The genes 

table consists of the following fields: gene id, essential, 

class, complex, phenotype, motif, chromosome number, 

function, and localization. In addition to the definition of 

relationships between genes, the interaction table 

contains the relation types that were detected between 

genes (e.g. physical- or genetic interaction) and the bond 

strength. As our method does not incorporate labelled 

links, we created a second gene table, genes2, which was 

augmented with this information; adding the type and 
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strength fields to it. After extension the complete related 

transaction  therefore contains the following 

fields: : (essential, class, complex, phenotype, motif, 

chromosome number, function, and localization). : 

(essential, class, complex, phenotype, motif, 

chromosome number, function, localization, interaction 

type and bond strength).  

 

5.3 High Energy Physics paper Database For the 

KDDcup 2003, a large collection of High Energy 

Physics papers were made available. From this large 

database, a relational database is made available, which 

we have adapted for our use6. It consists of HEP papers 

that are linked to journals, authors and other papers 

based on citations and authorship. We focus here on 

which paper properties are often linked through citations 

to other papers. From the database we have selected 

available attributes of interest: topic area, being 

published, year of publication, number of authors, 

number of times cited, and the number of citations to 

papers. After this selection, we again projected the 

relation to create binned versions of the databases.  An 

example pattern that could be found in the two tables 

would be of the form: (topic area, number of authors & 

being published). 

 

5.4 Financial Database The last database comes from 

the KDDcup 1999 where financial information is linked 

via relations7. In this database information is stored 

about customers, loans, and their financial transactions. 

We have selected features of provided loans and 

observed financial transaction features that are linked 

through the involved customer. The goal is to find 

related patterns of transaction features that result in 

provided loan features and vice versa. The selected 

attributes for the loan table are: date, number, duration, 

payments, and status. For the transactions table we have: 

date, type, operation, number, balance, symbol, bank, 

and account. Given two tables, an example pattern could 

be of the following type: ( number , balance & bank ). 
 

6. Results 

6.1 Describing the Relations 

 

6.1.1 Relational Patterns Before going into detail on 

how well our methods performs in terms of reducing 

complexity, we will first focus on our derived patterns. 

As defined in section 3, we are interested in finding a 

small set of characteristic related patterns. In our code 

table, a code table element consists of a tuple of item 

sets . As an example, using R-KRIMP, we find a 
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Figure 6: Incorporating relational information reveals 

patterns that would otherwise have been hidden. Not 

surprisingly from  relational perspective, we see that papers 

are more often cited when they are written by more authors 

and when published.  
 



related item sets (unpublished & 3_authors & 2002, 

published & 3_authors & Mathematical_Physics & 

2001) that is descriptive in the HEP paper database. 

Apparently, these citation characteristics occur often in 

the database.  

In the MDL description there is a trade-off between 

the covered item sets and the number of relations 

covered by the relational patterns. R-KRIMP 

automatically finds this trade off. Due to the inclusion of 

empty sets, we are not restricted to find patterns over all 

tables per se. Therefore we see that portions of the code 

table either cover one, two or three tables. An example 

pattern which is best described over a subset of tables is: 

(1994 , 1993, ). Apparently, paper citations between 

1994 and 1993 are best described over 2 instead of 3 

tables. R-KRIMP chooses to describe the relation how it 

sees it best fit, as some occurring phenomena can be best 

described locally. 

Looking at figure 4, we see how our code table maps 

to our joined table. Depicted left is the joined table 

. On the right is a visualisation of the 

relational code table. Note that single table item sets can 

be used in several code table elements (e.g. year:2001 in 

our shown example). When visualising the result we can 

merge these, and as such decompose the code table. 

When we decompose the relational code table, we obtain 

pattern graphs which indicate the pattern interaction. The 

depicted result on the right in figure 4 is partial. The 

most frequently used patterns are selected from our 

relational code table for visual clarity (shown patterns 

cover at least a third of the relation). In the code table, 

we can observe groups in graph-connected patterns. The 

relational code table is a short description of the 

complete joined table, which maintains the structural 

information.  

 

6.1.2 Capturing the Relational Influence We see that 

we can find relational patterns over multiple relations, 

but does incorporating the relation provide us with 

additional insight? We are not merely interested in 

finding relational patterns; we are interested in finding 

patterns that have some relevancy with respect to the 

relation. In other words, can we now find patterns that 

we would not have found otherwise, which arise due to 

the relational influence?  

To inspect this, we focus on the HEP paper database. 

Recall that the relation encodes the citation interactions, 

and the second table contains the papers that have been 

cited. To see what patterns make the difference, we 

measure the code table differences between the original 

table and its relational counterpart. To do this, we 

compare the code table counts, , and compare 

them for each code table. A high pattern count relates to 

frequently used and relevant patterns. The results are 

shown in figure 6. The most left part, left of the dashed 

line, depicts the non-alphabet elements; it is there where 

we see the most difference. When we look at the most 

prominent difference we observe an interesting result. 

The item set (published , 2 authors) is very descriptive 

for the cited set.  

 

6.2 Increasing the Efficiency 

In all our previous work, we have seen that finding the 

smallest encoded size goes on par with finding the best 

description. Therefore, we would like to achieve the 

smallest encoded size for the database using only the 

smallest number of candidates possible. This translates 

to finding a small set of promising candidates that could 

compress the database well.  

 

6.2.1 Reduce the Candidate Set We have presented 

the candidate set reduction results in table 2. From these 

results we see that the CANGLOBAL starts small, with 

respect to the additional candidates that CANLOCAL has to 

consider. The local minsup leads to a higher number of 

 

Figure 7: Here we show the results for the gene-interaction database. (left) The R-KRIMP candidate set is much smaller than the 

LOCAL case and reduced the exponential growth. (b) The CANGLOBAL reduction suffers severely in terms of compressed relation 

length. R-KRIMP still approximates the LOCAL case very well.  

 



candidates. This candidate set explosion ranges from 4 

to 260 times as much candidates. 
In perspective, R-KRIMP reduction picks out a 

fraction of the candidates that are available in the LOCAL 

candidate set. We reduce the candidate set down to 1 

percent of its original size compared to CANLOCAL. In 

general, we know that these MDL reductions are 

increasingly better for lower minsups (see fig. 6).  

 

6.2.2 Approximate the Quality We have successfully 

reduced the candidate sets, the question now becomes, at 

what cost? First of all, we see that the LOCAL approach 

does indeed manage to derive a smaller encoded length 

than GLOBAL. In all cases shown in table 3, we see that 

the encoded length is up to 10 percent smaller.  

In general, we see in all cases that R-KRIMP 

approximates the LOCAL approach very well. The 

encoded sizes in all cases resemble LOCAL much more 

than GLOBAL. When we look at the efficiency of the 

encoding in terms of the number of code table elements 

, we also see a good 

approximation. In general, R-KRIMP not only attains the 

same encoded length, but also uses roughly a similar 

sized set of patterns.  

The main goal is to achieve a similar encoding length 

as LOCAL with R-KRIMP. However, it is interesting 

whether our candidate reduction keep up ahead of the 

worst performing approach: GLOBAL. In all cases, we 

see in table 3 that we outperform GLOBAL. In a few 

cases, R-KRIMP even has less code table elements in its 

code table than GLOBAL. With this smaller code table it 

attains a more efficient encoding. For example, in the 

loan-transaction database, we achieve a better 

compression with R-KRIMP than GLOBAL - with less 

code table elements (see table 2 and 3).  

 

6.3 Return what is relevant As a final remark on the 

results we like to focus on the capabilities to select a 

small characteristic set of relational patterns. We have 

shown in previous work that KRIMP can select a small 

set of patterns. In the shown results, see table 4, we see 

that the same still holds for relational data. To make an 

honest comparison, we need to compare the original 

candidate set CANLOCAL with the resulting relational code 

table CTR-KRIMP. We do not compare CANR-KRIMP with 

CTR-KRIMP, as both the candidate reduction as well as the 

resulting pattern set reduction both are fruits of our 

approach. On average we see a reduction of several 

orders of magnitude. For example, for the HEP paper 

citation database over 3 tables, down to 0.01% of the 

original candidates remain as characterising patterns. 

Similar to KRIMP, R-KRIMP obtains increasingly better 

reduction results for lower minsups. 

 

 
        

2 relations         

loan – transaction 812 283 430 35.89 36.20 39.37 0.11% 66 x 138 

gene – interaction 1892 1915 181 55.78 55.96 62.76 5.13% 71 x 99 
paper – paper 744 448 468 54.65 54.20 56.78 0.16% 158 x 184 

bio – hemat 847 836 122 68.54 68.98 69.54 0.55% 60 x 151 

bio – ifn 18 18 33 70.76 73.17 73.34 0.04% 18 x 4 
hemat – ifn 84 84 149 75.04 75.07 75.20 0.21% 83 x 2 

3 relations         

paper – paper - paper 1863 1369 320 73.26 76.17 82.60 0.01% 79 x 59 x 65 

bio – ifn - hemat 512 811 342 75.02 75.2 75.54 0.40% 70 x 224 x 

35  

Table 3:  CTLOCAL is approximated very closely by CTR-KRIMP. More importantly, it also achieves a similar relative encoded 

length  of the database (divided by the standard encoding ). The pattern reduction is up to several orders of magnitude. 

 
     

2 relations      

   loan - transaction 262510 3431 1 12809 5 

   gene - interaction 37346 11032 27 1043 3 

   paper – paper 286065 30767 11 5043 2 
   bio - hemat 153049 14535 9 5887 4 

   bio - ifn 45017 477 1 10152 23 

   hemat - ifn 39737 4198 11 999 3 

3 relations      

  paper – paper – paper  341295 91798 27 1316 1 

  bio – hemat – ifn 9200794 83459 1 116649 1 

Table 2: Candidate Set Reduction For various experiments, we see that when changing from CANGLOBAL to CANLOCAL the local 

minsup adds a large number of candidates. However, the CANLOCAL is reduced significantly by our proposed CANR-KRIMP. 



7. Discussion 

Finding relational patterns is associated with a high 

space complexity and a large associated candidate space. 

We solve the first issue with an approach we call LOCAL 

which does not require a materialisation of the join. To 

solve the last issue, of an exponential candidate set, we 

extend this approach to our most successful approach R-

KRIMP. The growth of the candidate set, CANR-KRIMP, is 

much less for lower minimal supports, solving the 

exponential growth issue.  

With respect to all approaches, the candidate set 

associated with LOCAL, CANLOCAL, provides the 

candidates for the best description of the complete 

relation. R-KRIMP clearly grasps a similar set of relevant 

patterns well using a much smaller candidate set. With a 

much lower computational complexity we obtain almost 

the same relational encoding. As both space complexity 

and candidate set size are related to the time complexity, 

both reductions make R-KRIMP suitable to mine 

relational patterns on large databases. 

Beforehand, it is hard to determine whether a pattern 

in the data is best described on a single table solely or 

over multiple tables in a relational form. R-KRIMP makes 

this selection via MDL automatically based on finding 

the best description, and determines in what dimension 

to capture patterns. With success; our relational code 

tables contain patterns that contain item sets over all 

tables  or a subset thereof.  

8. Conclusions 

Given a relational database, we find a small set of 

relational patterns in a symmetric fashion. Example 

questions that we would like to answer in a relational 

setting are: „What record titles and book titles are 

frequently sold together‟. We have shown that we can 

find these patterns that describe the relation well. Our 

relational R-KRIMP code tables consists of those patterns 

containing relevant relational information. Item sets that 

otherwise would have not been shown relevant, now 

appear as interesting item sets. Using R-KRIMP, we 

obtain a small description of the complete relation in the 

form of our relational code tables. 

Multi-relational pattern mining suffers even more 

from the well-known frequent pattern explosion than the 

single table case. In this paper, we show, however, that 

by using MDL one can still mine for the descriptive 

frequent relational item sets in an effective way. In 

particular, the R-KRIMP algorithm is both space and time 

efficient while its result is a good approximation of the 

far too expensive naive approach. 

One could paraphrase the results of this paper by the 

quasi formula: 
R-Krimp(T1; : : : ; Tn) = Krimp(¦n

i=1Krimp(Ti))

¼ Krimp(./n
i=1 Ti)

 

 

In that sense it is a further confirmation that MDL in 

general and KRIMP in particular picks the item sets that 

matter. The advantage of R-KRIMP over other methods is 

not only its efficiency in both space and time 

complexity, but also that it scales very well. For, the size 

of KRIMP(T) grows far less quickly than the size of T. 

Finally, due to the excellent scaling properties of R-

KRIMP, mining in such generalised cases remains 

tractable without getting swamped in patterns. 
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